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Let F, denote the finite held of order q where q is a prime power. If  ti E F,, and 
d> 1 is an integer, define the Dickson polynomial ,q,,(x, a) = x,Lfil (d/(d- I))(“, ‘) 
(-u)‘.Y”-?‘. Let (gc,(x,a)l.~tF y  i denote the image or value set of the polynomial 
R,,(.Y. u). In this paper we determine the cardinality of the value set for the Dickson 
polynomial g&v, a) over the finite field F,. 1 1988 Academic Prw. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F, denote the finite field of order q where y is a prime power. Iff’(s) 
is a polynomial of degree d over F,, let V, = jf(x)l.~~ F,) denote the 
image or value set off(s) and let 1 V, 1 denote the cardinality of V,. Since a 
polynomial of degree d cannot assume a given value more than d times 
over any field, it is clear that 
(1) 
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where [x] denotes the greatest integer <s. A polynomial for which 
equality is achieved in (1) is called a minimal value set polynomial. 
Minimal value set polynomials over finite fields have been studied in 
Carlitz et al. [l] and Mills [ll]. Recently in [Z], Gomez-Calderon and 
Madden considered polynomials with small, but not minimal value sets. In 
particular, they considered polynomials whose value sets have at most 
twice the minimal cardinality given in (1). 
At the other extreme, a permutation polynomial over F, has a value set 
of maximal possible cardinality so that iff(-y) permutes F,, then 1 VI-I = q. 
Many papers have been written concerning permutation polynomials over 
finite fields, with an excellent survey being given in Lid1 and Niederreiter 
[7,Chap. 71. 
It is easy to check that the cardinality of the value set of the power 
polynomial Y over F, depends only upon (d q - 1 ), the greatest common 
divisor of ~2’ and q - I. To be more specific, if (d, q - I ) = 6, then 
1 VVdl = / V,,,I = (q - 1)/6 + 1. Thus if dl (q - 1) we have a minimal value set 
polynomial while if (d q - 1) = 1 so that *xd permutes F,, then we have a 
value set with the maximal possible cardinality q. 
For a E F, and cl 3 1 an integer, let 
rd/irl d 
g,(.u,a)= C - 
d-t 
c > ,=” d-’ f 
( -a)‘.& 2’ (2) 
denote the Dickson polynomial of degree d over F,. Since g,(x, 0) = .yd, 
the Dickson polynomial g,(.u, a) may be viewed as a generalization of the 
power polynomial S~yd over F,,. Hence it is not unreasonable to hope that 
Dickson polynomials may also have value sets whose cardinalities depend 
only upon d and q. 
In the present paper, we not only determine / V,,,, ~, UjI for each a E F,* and 
each d 3 1, but if .yO E F,, we also determine the cardinality of the preimage 
of g,(.u,, a). We also show that if (d, q2 - 1) = 6 then 1 VY,(r.u)l = 1 VyItz. ‘ij(. 
As a corollary we will obtain a new proof of the well-known result that if 
aEFy*, then g,(.u, a) permutes F, if and only if (d, q2- l)= 1; see 
[7, Thm. 7.161. Moreover from the formula for 1 Vgd,z;,rr,l, it will be clear 
that the Dickson polynomials, like the power polynomials Y’, take on both 
small and large value sets. 
2. BASIC PROPERTIES 
In this section we state some of the basic properties of Dickson 
polynomials. As shown in [7, p. 3551 over the complex numbers, these 
polynomials are related to the Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind by 
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the equations g,(2x, 1) = 2T,(.u) where Td(-y) is the Chebyshev polynomial 
of the first kind defined by Td(x) = cos(darccos x). The most important 
property of the Dickson polynomials is the following functional equation 
which is used in nearly all computational work involving Dickson 
polynomials. If .Y E F, then x can be written as .Y = ?I+ a/y with J> E F,J so 
that as shown in [7, Eq. (7.8)], we have 
g<,(s, a) =yd+ u“/J+‘. (3) 
We note that g,(u, 0) = Y permutes F, if and only if (d, q - 1) = 1 and 
as indicated in [7, Thm. 7.163, if a ~0, g,(x, a) permutes F, if and only if 
(d, q2 - 1) = 1. Dickson permutation polynomials have been used in RSA- 
type cryptographic systems (see, for example, Lid1 and Miiller [S, 61) while 
in [ 12) Mullen and Niederreiter studied Dickson polynomials as complete 
mappings of finite fields. In [ 131 Nobauer determined the number of fixed 
points of Dickson polynomials while multivariable extensions of Dickson 
polynomials have been considered in Lid1 and Wells [S] and Matthews 
[9]. For further references and many other results regarding Dickson 
polynomials over finite fields in both one and several variables, the reader 
should consult Chapt. 7 of Lid1 and Niederreiter [7]. Many of the above 
results have also been developed over residue class rings of integers: see, for 
example, Nobauer 1151, Matthews [lo], Lausch et al. 133, and Lausch 
and Niibauer [4]. 
Since g,(s, 0) = Y’ and I V,,J 1 = (q - 1)/6 + I where S = (d, q - 1 ), we may 
restrict our attention to those cases where a # 0. We may further restrict 
our attention to those degrees d for which 1 < d 6 q2 - 1 since if d= 
e (mod q’- 1 ), then by (3) g,(x, a) =g,,(x, a) so that VndcY, U, = Vnp,-r.u,. 
3. q ODD 
Throughout this section we assume that q is odd. Let q denote the 
quadratic character of F, so that 
i 
0 if c=O 
q(c) = I if CE F,* is a square 
-1 if c~Fy* is a nonsquare. 
We make the following conventions: 
m=(d,q-I) q + 1 = IS 
q- 1 =mn T=(d,q+ I) 
k = (d, q2 - 1) q+l=l; 
k = ml 2’112 if 2’lt but 2’+‘Jt. (4) 
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We note that I= 1 or I= 21 and S= s or S= s/2. 
We now give a series of lemmas from which the main results (Theorems 
9 and 10) will follow, Let M= {ueF$ Iuy”=a). 
LEMMA 1. [f u E F$ then u + a/u E F, lf and only if II E F,* u M. 
Proof See Lausch and Nijbauer [4, p. 2101. 
Clearly F,* n M # @ if and only if r](a) = 1. Thus if ~(a) = 1 then 
F,T r-, M= ; ,a”] and if ~(a) = -1 then F,* n M = 0. Finally if 
II E Fz n M the equation J’ + a/~> = 2~ has only one solution J’ = U. From the 
functional equation (3) we may state 
LEMMA 2. [f x, E F, and .Y, = y, + a/y; with y, E F> ,for i = 1, 2, therz 
g,,(.u,.~)=g,,(.Y~,a) ifandonly ifyf=y$ or y;‘=(a/y#. 
LEMMA 3. lf x0 E F,* then the number N, of SE F,* wlith x;i= xyd is 
N, = nl. 
Proqf: Since m = (Cr, y - 1 ), the result follows from the fact that xz = s’ 
if and only if (xg ’ x)” = 1. 
LEMMA 4. Let Nz denote the number qf elements .Y E F,* with AC” = (aJ.u)d. 
Then 
ifnisevenandq(a)=l 
if I1 is even and ~(a) = -1 
if II is odd. 
Procf. Let c be a primitive element in F,* and let H be the subgroup of 
F,* of order m so that H = (c” ). Then x“’ = ad if and only if (.x2, ~ ’ )” = 1, 
which holds if and only if .Y’ E aH. If n is even and q(a) = 1 then every 
element of aH is a square while if n is even and v](a) = - 1, then no element 
of aH is a square. Thus N, = 2m if n is even and ~(a) = 1 while N, = 0 if n is 
even and ~(a) = -1. If n is odd then half of the elements of aH are squares 
so there are m elements of F,* with .xz E aH. 
Let g be a primitive element in Fy*?. For a E F,* we may write a = g”“+ ” 
for 0 6 e < q - 1 so that ~(a) = 1 if and only if e is even. Moreover 
M= {g”+‘14 ‘) 10 d i < q 1. We may now rewrite N, as 
N = (2,n)fli if (2, n) 1 e 
2 0 if (2, n) j e. 
LEMMA 5. Let you M. Then the number N, of elements y E M with 
yd=yz is N,=l 
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Proof: Let K denote the subgroup of F$ of order L Then J@=Y(: if and 
only if ( jlyC, ) - 1 ‘( 1 where k=(d,q”-I). Since J+‘+‘=u=J$+’ we have 
(yy;‘)“” = 1. Thus ( J,J(,- I)” = 1 if and only if ()I?,, I)‘= 1 where 
I= (d, q + 1). Hence .I +‘=J$ if and only if .V EJ’,, K and the result follows. 
LEMMA 6. Let N, demte the rnrrnhrr of’ y E M ivitA ~9” = N’~J? Then 
: 
21 (/‘ S is ewn und q(u) = 1 
N,= 0 if’ S is men und v(u) = - 1 
i !f .F is odd. 
Proqf: Let 1’6 M so that J,“= u”/?,” if and only if (~%‘a ‘)” = I where 
k = (d, q’- 1). Note that (~‘a ‘)“+’ = 1 so that (~,‘a ‘)’ = 1 if and only if 
y2 E UK where K is th e subgroup of F,Tz of order f. Suppose 1: = g”+‘(” ” for 
some 0 <id q. Since IKl = L every element of K is of the form g”“’ ” 
where 0 < t 6 f- 1. Thus J,’ E UK if and only if there is a t with 0 < t < r- I 
such that g”‘+ “‘4 ’ ) = J” = ~g’.~‘” ’ ‘; i.e., )s2 g UK if and only if 
r+t.?z2i(mody+ 1). (5) 
If S is even and q(u) = 1 then Y is even so that for each 0 < t d r- 1 (5) 
has exactly two incongruent solutions for i so that N, = 21 If S is even and 
q(a) = - 1 then P is odd and so (5) has no solution. Finally if S is odd then 
there are &‘2 values of t with 0 < t 6 f- 1 for which (5) has a solution i and 
each value of t yields two solutions for i. Thus in this case N, = z 
As with N,, we may rewrite N, as 
N if (2, S)le 
4 if if (2, S) j e. 
LEMMA 7. Jf’ xl, E F, with xc, = LQ, + u/u0 ,for u,, E Fy*L, then z& = L~*/u: if 
and on!,> {f g,(so, u) = +2&” \~~here u ’ ” is a squaw root of u in F$. 
Prooj By Lemma 2, g,,(.uo, LI) = ut+ a“/~:= _f2u”’ if and only if u,” 
and u”/u,” are roots of Y(X) = .Y’ Ifr 2~” ‘.Y + cl”. But f(.~) has a double root 
and so ui= u”/u,“. 
LEMMA 8. Let xc, E F, Icith .Y,, = uO + u/u,,.for ug E F,* and let .Y’ E F, wyith 
.Y I = u, + U/U, ,for U, E M. !f II;/ = 11: then ut = u”/u;’ and 11: = u’/u~. 
Prooj: Since k = (d. q2 - 1) we have zld= 11; if and only if ui = 14:. 
So 1 = ut” = u’u; ” where lm = k. Hence ud= uf” and so II; = -&u’~‘. By 
Lemma 2, g,(.u,, u)=,~~(.Y~. u) =~~;+u”/zc‘/= f2u”“. By Lemma 7, 
II;: = u”/u~ and II‘/ = u”/u~. 
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We note that if x,, E F,* then x0 = u,) + a/u,, if and only if u0 is a solution 
of u7 -x0 u+a=O so that USE F,* if and only if q(xi-4u)= 1 and 
u E MjF,* if and only if 11(.x,2, - 40) = -1. We are now able to derive a 
formula for the cardinality of the preimage of g,(.u,,, u). 
THEOREM 9. Let SUE F, and let g;‘(gd(.~O, u)) be the preimage of 
g,(.x,, a) wirh a E Fz. Suppose that 2’ll(q2 - 1). Then 
m if r/(x; - 4U) = 1 und g,(q), CI) # +2& 
I if q(.+4~) = -1 and g,(x,, a) f  f2ud12 
= m/2 if ~I(.K; - 4~) = 1 and condition A holds 
ij2 if v(.K~ - 4~) = - 1 and condition A hoI& 
(m + i)/2 otherwise, 
where condition A holds if either 2’l(d with 1 < t < r - 1, q(u) = - 1, 
g,,(x,, a) = +2& or 2’((d wirh 1 d t<r-2, r/(u)= 1, und gd(s,,, u) = 
-&” 2, 
Proof. Let .x0 = u0 + a/u0 and let x=u+a/u for u,,u~F,$. By 
Lemma 2, g,(x,, a) = g,(x, a) if and only if ~;f = zk’ or ut= a“/~~. If u #a/u 
then the corresponding .Y is counted twice in the set g; ‘(g,(s,, u)) 
whenever u“ = ad/z/. Moreover if g,(.u,, a) = g,(.u, a) and ui = a“/ut then 
II”= ud/uL’. The first case now follows from Lemmas 3, 7, and 8 while the 
second case follows from Lemmas 5, 7, and 8. 
We now assume that g,(.x,, u) = _$2ad” so that ~0” = u”/u,“. 
Case 1. 2’((d. Then (2, n) = (2, S) = 1. By Lemmas 4 and 6 we have 
N7 = PI and N, = I Without loss of generality, we may assume that u0 E F,*. 
Choose x, = U, + a/u, with u, E M and u: = a“/uy. Let d = mt, so I, is even. 
Now z&j = ad/u: if and only if ui = ah where h E F,* is of order dividing m. 
Hence g,(.u,, a) = ug + u”/ui = 2~: = 2ad’*hd’* = 2ad’*( f 1 )‘I = 2ad’*. Similarly 
g,(x,, a) = 28’ if and only if uf = ah’ for some h’ E F,*2 of order dividing i? 
Hence by Lemmas 3 and 5 we have Ig; ‘( g,,(x,, a))\ = (m + i)/2. 
Cuse 2. 2’- ’ IId. As in the previous case (2, n) = (2, S) = 1 so Nz = m 
and N, = i: If q(a) = 1 so that u’~’ E F: n M, then by Lemmas 3 and 5 we 
have Ig,i’(g,(s,, a))\ = (m + n/2. On the other hand, suppose q(a) = -1 
and x0 and x1 are as in Case 1. Let d= mt, = it, so one of t, and t2 is even 
and one is odd. Arguing as in Case 1 we see that g,,(.u,, u) = 2( - 1 )“a”’ # 
3 - 1 )‘zarll’ = 
gd@,, 0). Hence ~g;‘(gd(-%~ a))l =mP and I g;-l(gd(xly a))1 
= ij2. 
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Case 3. 2’j/d with 16 r<r-2. Suppose (2, n)= 1 and (2, S) =2. If 
q(u)=1 then N2=m and N,=211 Since F,*nM=jFu”), we have 
g,(2a’,‘, u)=2a’/‘=g,(-2a”‘,a). Thus 
lg, ‘(‘q‘,(.%, a))1 = 
i 
(112 + i)/2 if g,(s,, a) = 2u”’ 
Q2 if g,(s,,, u) = -2u$“. 
If t](u) = - 1 then NZ = m and N, = 0 and since rt$= u’/iub/? we have 
jg,; *(gd(s0,u))l=m/2. The case where (2,n)=2 and (2,S)= 1 is similar, 
and hence the proof is omitted. 
Case 4. n is odd. In this final case we have (2, n) = (2, S) = 2. Since 
ui= u”/ug we have q(u) = 1 and hence N, = 2tn and N, = 21 Thus 
g,(2u”2, 0) = 2&Q # -2ud” = g, (-2a”‘, u). Consequently Igj ‘(g,(x,,, a))/ 
= (nr + [)/2. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We are now able to prove our main result concerning the cardinality of 
the value set of the Dickson polynomial g,(.u, a). Having done all of the 
above preliminary work, the next theorem is, in reality, simply a corollary 
of Theorem 9. 
THEOREM 10. Suppose q is odd nlith 2’)l(q’ - 1 ). Then jiw each d 3 1 and 
each a E F,* bt’e have 
l~y,,lr,o,/ = q- l q+l 
2(d,q-1)+2(d,q+ I)+‘, 
1 
1 tf 2’ ‘(Id arzd q(a)= -1 
c(= 4 1 < t < r - 2 
0
if 2’jld with 
othern,i.sr. 
Proof: For simplicity of notation, let I VI = I v,F,, ,. <,)I and let 
;J = (q - 1)/(2m) + (q + 1)/(2f). We prove the theorem by considering the 
same four cases that were considered in the proof of Theorem 9. 
Case 1. 2’i[d. Then 
, v, = (9 - 1 - m J/2 + (4 + 1 - O/2 + 1 = ,) 
m i i' 
Case 2. 2’~ ‘l(d. If q(a) = 1 then counting as above we have 1 V = “/ 
while if ~(a) = - 1, then ) VJ = y + 1. 
Case 3. 2’(ld with 1 d t < r- 2. We only consider the case (2, n) = 1 
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and (2, S) = 2 as the case where (2, n) = 2 and (2, S) = 1 is similar. If 
q(a)= 1 then 
,+q-l-m+q+l-21 
2m 21 
+2=y+f. 
If q(a)= -1 then 
,&I-l-m+q+l 
2m 
rf’=“+;. 
Cusr 4. d is odd. If ~(a) = 1 then we have 
,y,=q-i-2n~+q+i-2i 
2m 21 
+ 2 = y, 
and if ~(a) = -1 we have 
,v,-q-l ; q+l - = y. 
2m 2f 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 10 provides a new proof of the following well-known result; see 
17, Thm. 7.161. 
COROLLARY 11. [f’ a # 0 then g‘,(x, a) permutes Fq if und only if 
(d,q’-l)=l. 
Proqf: If (d, q’- l)= 1 and q is odd then d is odd and 
(d, q- 1) = (d, q + 1) = 1 so that from the third part of Theorem 10 we 
have I V/ = (q - 1)/2 + (q + 1)/2 = q and hence g,(x, a) permutes F,. Con- 
versely if g,(x, a) permutes F, with q odd, then d is odd for otherwise 
g,(c. u)=gd( -c, a) with c# --c. Suppose (d, q2- l)> 1 so that either 
(d,q-1)33 or (d,q+1)>3. In the first case we have IVI<(q--1)/6+ 
(q + 1)/2 < q while in the second case 1 VI < (q - 1)/2 + (q + 1)/6 < q. In 
either case, we have a contradiction so that (d, q” - 1) = 1. 
The following corollaries are easily derived from Theorem 10 and hence 
their proofs are omitted. 
COROLLARY 12. I V,,,,,.,, / is constant for all a E F: if and only if 
d#2’ ‘11% tchere 2’ll(q’ - 1 ) and w is odd. 
COROLLARY 13. Zf 2’ll(q2- 1) and d= 2’~ ‘~1 where MI is odd, then 
I ‘,a, Y. h I I = 1 + I VRdli. u, I whenever r](b)= -1 and q(u)= 1. 
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COROLLARY 14. Zf (d, q2 - 1) = S d 2 then 1 yeJ, )i. ‘,)I = (q - I )/S + 1. 
COROLLARY 15. !f (d,,q*-l1=(4,q’-~) then lVqdIIL ,,,, I=IV,,,2,1 c,,I 
,for all a E F,. 
We note that since 1 P’,d 1 = (q - 1 )/S + 1 where b = (4 q - 1 ), we have 
I IJ’~~, I = / Vrda I il and only if (A,, q - 1) = (d,, q - 1) so that a converse to 
Corollary 15 holds for the power polynomial s”. The converse of Corollary 
15 does not, however, hold for the Dickson polynomial gd(x, a) with 
a E F,*. For example if q = 5, d, = 2, and d, = 3, then by Theorem IO we see 
that IbI,4 = lbt.ub I = 3 for all a E Fr but (2,24) = 2 while (3.24) = 3. 
4. y EVEN 
In this section we assume that q is even and once again derive a formula 
for the cardinality of the value set V,,,(V,U, with ae F,*. Let 
M= {uEF,*~Iu*+‘= a) so that Mn F,* = {a”‘}. As in Section 3 we set 
nt=(ti,q-1) q+l=ls 
q - 1 = ill?? I=(d,q+l) 
k = (d, q’- 1) q+l=l;’ 
k = ml. 
We note that since q is even, t/(a) = 1 for all a E F,* and I= 1, nl = HZ, S= s, 
and E = n. Moreover, nr, n, 1, s are all odd and we have 
(m, I) = (m,s) = (n, I) = (n, s) = 1. 
It is easy to check that Lemmas 1, 2, 3, 5, and 8 hold also for even q. We 
replace Lemmas 4, 6, and 7 by the following. The analogous proofs are 
omitted. 
LEMMA 4’. There ure N, = m elements .Y E F,* \ilith .Y” = (u/.x)~, 
LEMMA 6’. There are N, = 1 elements ~1 E M lt<ith y“ = al’/yd. 
LEMMA 7’. If’ x0 E F, utitlz xc, = ziO + a/u0 for u0 E Fy*?, then gr,(.xo, a) = 0 
if and only lf ui= ad/u:. 
THEOREM 9’. Let x0 E F, and let gd ’ ( gd( .y,,, a) ) he the preimage c~f’ 
gJ( .x0, a) with a E F,* . Then 
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nz iJ’.u’ + x0x + a is reducible over F, andg,(.u,, a) # 0 
= 1 if.? + s0 .Y + a is irreducible over F, and g, ( x0, a) # 0 
(nz + I)/2 q”g,(s,, a) = 0. 
Proof The first case follows from Lemmas 3, 7’, and 8. The second case 
follows from Lemmas 5, 7’, and 8 while the third case follows from Lem- 
mas 3, 4’, 5, 6’, and 7’. 
THEOREM 10’. Suppose q is even. Then for each d 3 1 artd each u E F,* t~‘e 
have 
I V,q,,(r. u,l = q-1 Y+l 2(d,q-1)+2(d,q+l)’ 
Proof: Counting as in the proof of Theorem 10 we obtain 
(q- 1 -nz)/2+(q+ 1 -O/2+ 1 =q-1 
1 2nz 
+q+l 
nl 21 ’ 
from which the theorem follows. 
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